
Setion 5.1, Problem 9For this problem, we use the Neumann BC formula for solutions to the wave equation,whih is similar to the Dirihlet BC formula derived in the previous HW. However, there is avery important di�erene that has to do with the presene of a onstant term in the expansion.This results in the separation of variables ODE:(1) T 000 = 0 ;for the time omponent of the solution u0 = T0X0, were X0 = 1 (this learly is a solution to�X 000 = �0X0 with �0 = 0). The general solution to (1) is:T0(t) = a+ bt :Thus, for a full solution to the Neumann wave equation on [0; `℄ we have:u(x; t) = A0 +B0t+X16n�An os(n�` t) + `Bnn� sin(n�` t)� os(n�̀x) ;Where the initial data is given by:u(x; 0) = A0 +X16nAn os(n�̀x) ;ut(x; 0) = B0 +X16nBn os(n�̀x) :In our partiular problem, we an use the expansion of the funtion os2(x) on the interval[0; �℄ from Problem # 2 above to write:u(x; t) = 12 t+ 14 sin(2t) os(2x) :Setion 5.2, Problem # 2Reall that a funtion �(x) is periodi of period ` if �(x+ `) = �(x). We ould also ask if` is the least period, meaning that ` is as small as possible. If �(x) = os(x) + os(�x) with� = pq rational (here gd(p; q) = 1), then if ` = 2�q we learly have:�(x+ `) = os(x+ 2�q) + os(�x+ 2�p) = os(x) + os(�x) = �(x) :Its also very easy to see that this hoie of ` is optimal. Notie that by periodiity any period` must be suh that: �(`) = �(0) = 2 :Sine j os(x)j 6 1, this means that we must have both:os(`) = 1 ; os(�`) = 1 :therefore, we must have ` = 2�k1 and pq ` = 2�k2 for some k1; k2 2 N. This gives the relation:pk1 = qk2 :1



2Sine gd(p; q) = 1 by design, using a little elementary arithmeti we see that we must havek1 = q and k2 = p, whih is the same thing as ` = 2�q.Setion 4.3, Problem # 8This problem turned out to be trikier than intended. We give here an outline of thesolution, using the results of the book.(a) Solving for a`, we get a` = �a0=(1+a0`). This an be rewritten as 1 = (1+`a0)(1+`a`).Chek that its graph is the usual hyperbola xy = 1 with its enter shifted from (0; 0) to(�1=`;�1=`). Draw the hyperbola!(b) The hyperbola divides the a0a` plane into the following regions(i) a0 < �1=` and al < �a0=(1 + a0l) (or a0 + a` < �a0a`)(ii) a0 > �1=`, al > �a0=(1 + a0l) (or a0 + a` < �a0a`),(iii) the remainder between the two branhes of the hyperbola.Reall that the number of negative eigenvalues is equal to the number of intersetions betweenthe graphs of the funtions tanh l and g() = �(a0 + a`)2 + a0a` :They have the derivatives`= osh2 ` and g0() = �(a0 + a`)(a0a` � )(2 + a0a`)2 :Their derivatives oinide at  = 0 if and only if a0 + a` = �a0a``, in whih ase 0 is aneigenvalue.In the ase a0 > 0; a` > 0 we have no negative eigenvalue, sine tanh l is positive, whileg() is negative (for  > 0). The ase a0 < 0; a` > 0 is disussed in the book on page 95. Bysymmetry of the formulas for a0 and a`, we get the same result also for the ase a0 > 0; a` < 0.It remains to onsider the ase a0 < 0; a` < 0. Here the funtion g() tends to 0 if  !1and if  ! 0. We see from the formula for the derivative that g0() = 0 if and only if = pa0a` (a0 + a` 6= 0 in this ase!). One alulatesg(pa0a`) = � a0 + a`2pa0a` � 1;where the last inequality omes from the fat that pab � (a + b)=2 for any two positivenumbers a and b, i.e. geometri mean � arithmeti mean. Hene the maximum of g is abovetanh `, while g() < tanh ` if  !1 and if  ! 0. This �nishes all ases.



3Setion 5.2, Problem # 12This problem an be solved by �nding the series for ex and e�x and then taking theiraverage. This omputation is most easily done in omplex form. The series will look like:ex = 1Xn=�1 nein�̀ x ;where the oeÆients n are given be the integrals:n = 12� Z�̀` exe�in�̀ x dx ;= 12� Z�̀` e(�in�̀+1)x dx ;= 12�(�in�̀ + 1) �e(�in�̀+1)` � e�(�in�̀+1)`� ;= (�1)n�(�in�̀ + 1) sinh(`) ;= (�1)n sinh(`)n2�2`2 + 1 + i(�1)n n�̀ sinh(`)n2�2`2 + 1 :Plugging this last expression into the omplex series, and then using the DeMoivre formulato expand into trig funtions, we have after some eliminations that:ex = 1Xn=�1 (�1)n sinh(`)n2�2`2 + 1 os(n�̀x)� 1Xn=�1 (�1)n n�̀ sinh(`)n2�2`2 + 1 sin(n�̀x) :Taking the even part of this last expression, we have that:osh(x) = ex + e�x2 ;= 1Xn=�1 (�1)n sinh(`)n2�2`2 + 1 os(n�̀x) ;= sinh(`) + 2X16n (�1)n sinh(`)n2�2`2 + 1 os(n�̀x) :
Setion 5.3, Problem 2We'll solve eah part of this problem separately:



4a) We are trying to show that h1; xi = 0. That is:Z 1�1 1 � x dx = 0 :This is a simple omputation.b) Next, we are trying to �nd p2(x) = a+ bx+ x2 suh that h1; p2(x)i = hx; p2(x)i = 0. Thatis, we need both: Z 1�1 (a+ bx+ x2) dx = 0 ;Z 1�1 x � (a+ bx+ x2) dx = 0 ;whih gives the system: 2a+ 23 = 0 ;23b = 0 :One solution is a = 1;  = �3, and b = 0. this gives:p2(x) = 1� 3x2 :) Finally, we are trying to �nd p3(x) = a+ bx+ x2 + dx3 with the property that:Z 1�1 (a+ bx+ x2 + dx3) dx = 0 ;Z 1�1 x � (a+ bx+ x2 + dx3) dx = 0 ;Z 1�1 x2 � (a+ bx+ x2 + dx3) dx = 0 :This yields the system: 2a+ 23 = 0 ;23b+ 25d = 0 ;23a+ 25 = 0 :In this ase, a spei� solution is a =  = 0 and b = 3; d = �5. This gives:p3(x) = 3x� 5x3 :



5Setion 5.3, problem 8.We suppose here that both X1 and X2 obey the Robin ondition:X 0(0) = a0X(0) ;X 0(`) = �a`X(`) :Therefore, we have the string of identities (we'll set [a; b℄ = [0; `℄ here):(�X 01X2 +X1X 02)���0̀ = �X 01(`)X2(`) +X1(`)X 02(`) +X 01(0)X2(0) �X1(0)X 02(0) ;= a`X1(`)X2(`) +X1(`) (�a`X2(`)) + a0X 01(0)X2(0)�X1(0)a0X 02(0) ;= 0 :
Setion 5.3, problem 12.This is just basi integration by parts. That is, we simply integrate both sides identity:f 00(x)g(x) = [f 0(x)g(x)℄0 � f 0(x)g0(x) ;and use the fundamental theorem of alulus for the �rst term on the right hand side (that isR ba F 0 = F jba). Setion 5.3, problem 13.This is very diret. Suppose that X(x) is an eigenfuntion suh that:(14) X(x)X 0(x)��x=bx=a 6 0 :Then we have that: � Z ba X(x)X(x) dx = � Z ba X 00(x)X(x) dx ;�X(x)X 0(x)��x=bx=a + Z ba X 0(x)X 0(x) dx :If (14) is true, then this last line must be stritly positive unless X 0 = 0. The ase of X 0 = 0an safely be ruled out beause it implies that � = 0 (we only are about dealing with aseswhere we may have � < 0 here). Thus, we have that:� Z ba X(x)X(x) dx = fSomething stritly positiveg :



6But we may also assume that X 6= 0 for all x. Thus we may divide through by the stritlypositive quantity R ba X(x)X(x)dx to yield the identity:� = fSomething stritly positiveg :Setion 5.4, problem 12.We have alulated the sine series of f(x) = x on the interval [0; l℄ to be equal to (seeExample 3 on p. 105) 2l� 1Xn=1 (�1)n+1n sin n�xl :On the other hand, we have R l0 x2 dx = l3=3. By Parseval's equality, we getl3=3 = 4l2�2 1Xn=1 1n2 Z l0 sin2 n�xl dx:Using R l0 sin2 n�xl dx = l=2 and aneling l3, we obtain1Xn=1 1n2 = �26 :
Setion 6.1, problem 6.In polar oordinates, we have �u = urr+ 1rur+ 1r2u��. The boundary ondition is u(a; �) =0 = u(b; �) for 0 � � � 2�. As the boundary onditions do not depend on �, we assume u to bea funtion of r only. You an also hek this independently by onsidering separable solutionsR(r)�(�), where the given annulus orresponds to the retangle a � r � b and 0 � � � 2�.Now the seond order di�erential equationR00 + 1rR0 = 1has the speial solution R(r) = r2=4. As the homogeneous ODE R00+ 1rR0 = 0 has the generalsolution R(r) = C1 log(r) + C2, we obtain the general solution of the inhomogeneous ODER(r) = r24 + C1 log(r) + C2:Cheking the boundary onditions, we obtain for the onstantsC1 = b2 � a24 log b=a and C2 = �(b2 � a2)(log a)4 log b=a � a24 :



7Setion 6.1, problem 9.a) After making a redution to the radial variable (again the boundary onditions aresymmetri) this question asks to �nd the solution u to the ODE problem:�2ru+ 2r �ru = 0 ;u(1) = 100 ;�ru(2) = � :The general solution to this radial ODE was derived in lass and is u(r) = C1r + C2. Theseond boundary ondition gives us that C1 = 4. Thus u(r) = 4r + C for some C.The �rst (inner) boundary ondition then gives us that C = 100 � 4. Therefore, thedesired solution is: u(r) = 4(1 � r)r + 100 :b) In this setup, the temperature goes up as r dereases and vie-versa. Thus, the hottesttemperature is when r = 1 and is 100oC. The oldest temperature is when r = 2 and is(100 � 2)oC.Notie that this makes sense beause there is a net ux out of the shell at the outer bound-ary (�ru = � < 0 there). Thus there must be a net heat ux into the inner boundary, andtherefore the temperature it hotter there.) Yes, all you have to do is to hoose  = 40 in the equation (100�2) for the temperatureon the outer boundary.
Setion 6.2, problem 3.For this problem, we look for a solution whih is obtained through separation of variables.That is, we look for a solution of the form:(18) u(x; y) = Xn Xn(x)Yn(y) :Sine the only non-zero boundary ondition here is in the y variable, we will hoose:Y0 = 12 ; Y2 = 12 os(2y) :



8Therefore, we need to simply hoose our Xn suh that they solve the following:X 00n = n2Xn ;Xn(0) = 0 ;Xn(�) = 1 :If we do this, then we learly get the orret solution by stiking things together aordingto formula (18). Solving the Xn system for n = 0 we have X0(x) = x� . This is easily seenbeause X 000 = 0 means that X0 is a linear funtion X0 = a + bx, and a; b are determined bythe endpoint onditions to be a = 0 and b = 1� .Likewise, we solve for X2(x) by in general writing:X2(x) = a osh(2x) + b sinh(2x) :Choosing a; b so that X2(0) = 0 and X2(�) = 1 we have that a = 0 and b = 1sinh(2�) . Thus,we have that X2(x) = sinh(2x)sinh(2�) .Adding all of the piees together, we have that:u(x; y) = x2� + sinh(2x)2 sinh(2�) os(2y) :


